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ACCESSORY TOOLS
PUTTY KNIVES
These putty knives are first quality tempered steel
set into a molded plastic handle. They are handy for
removing plaster bats from the wheelhead, in
addition to all types of scraping and cleaning around
the studio. Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

SHERRILL MUDTOOLS
These colorful ribs (red, yellow, chartreuse and blue!)
are made from a flexible material that literally gets
better with use. Select from five shapes and four
hardnesses (from very soft to rigid) for the Mudtools
right for you!
VERY SOFT
RED

SOFT
YELLOW

MEDIUM
CHARTREUSE

RIGID
BLUE

R1
R2
R3
R4
R5

Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5

C1
C2
C3
C4
C5

B1
B2
B3
B4
B5

TM-658
TM-659
TM-660
TM-661
TM-662

TM-477 3” Stiff Blade
Box of 10
TM-478 1 1/2” Stiff Blade

TM-495 KING SIZE TOOL SET
3 handcrafted maple tools perfect for making large
pots and sculpture. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.

Trimmer - 11 1/2” x 1 1/4”
Oval - 6” x 4 1/2”
Corner - 6” x 4 1/2”
TM-433 SCULPTOR’S UTILITY PAIL
The 10 tools recommended by ceramic instructors
for beginning sculptors. Packaged in a 5 quart,
plastic utility pail with lid are: KSP-4 7” ribbon tool,
K21 lace tool, F97 fettling knife, K35 wire clay cutter,
JA6 wood modeling tool, WT21 wood modeling
tool, S10 steel scraper, FRH finish rubber, round and
oval hydra sponges. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Box of 10
TM-658 TM-659 TM-660 TM-661 TM-662

POTTER’S KNIVES

TM-480 4 1/2” Hard Fettling Knife
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.
Dozen
TM-481 4 1/2” Soft Fettling Knife
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.
Dozen

TRIM GIN RIBS
These highest quality metal ribs are USA designed
and manufactured with a lifetime warranty by Trim
Gin. The SS series ribs are dye-stamped, highgrade stainless steel, and the SB-90 is made of halfhard spring-brass for demanding applications.

TM-479 UTILITY KNIFE
An inexpensive utility knife with a 3” stainless steel
blade and wood handle. Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

TM-434 POTTER’S UTILITY PAIL
The 11 tools recommended by ceramic instructors
for beginning potters. Packaged in a 5 quart, plastic
utility pail with lid are: oval hydra sponge, silk-type
hydra sponge, WT-6 wood knife, LT-5 loop
(trimming) tool, FRH large hard rubber rib, pro needle
tool, K-35 wire clay cutter, RB-2 wooden rib, S-4
steel scraper, F-97 hard fettling knife, R-2 ribbon
tool. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

TM-654
TM-655

TM-656

Dozen
TM-435 SLOYD KNIFE
These knives are made of high quality carbon steel
with a wood handle. The blade is extra sharp and is
a handy, rugged knife for cutting slabs for hand-built
pottery. Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

Box of 10

TM-654
TM-655
TM-656

SS-101
SS-103
SB-90

3 5/8” length
6 3/4” length
6 5/8” length

WOOD THROWING RIBS
These ribs are large, hand-formed hardwood
throwing ribs. They are good for all types of work,
such as shaping and smoothing. Rib No. 3 has
serrated edges which are good for textural effects.
They can be ordered individually or as a set of three.
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb. ea. Set 1 lb.

TM-476 HEAVY DUTY FETTLING KNIFE
Hard stainless steel blade, 8” over all, 5” blade, oiled
solid hardwood handle, metal cap. Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

Dozen
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No. 1
NL-227
NL-228
NL-229
NL-230

No. 2
Rib No. 1
Rib No. 2
Rib No. 3
Set of 3
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No. 3

TM-484 THE GRABBER PAD
This revolutionary trimming tool holds a pot in place
and resists sliding and skidding no matter if the piece
is wet or dry. It comes attached to a plastic bat
which will fit onto the standard pins of recent models
of all major brands of pottery wheels.
Ship. wt. 1 1/2 lb.
TM-484-12 12” Grabber Pad
TM-484-14 14” Grabber Pad
TM-501 GIFFIN GRIP
This device is ideal for potters who need a rapid
centering device as a timesaver. The Giffin Grip
quickly centers leatherhard pieces for normal
trimming. Ship. wt. 7 lbs.
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TM-493 LID MASTER CALIPERS
Take the guesswork out of sizing lids for your pots.
One tool is all you need. Simply insert the narrow
end of Lid Master into the pot and the wide end
automatically becomes a sizing guide. Use it to
create perfect fitting lids quickly and efficiently every
time. Ship. wt.1 lb.

Standard 0”- 11 1/2” lids
Large 0”- 16 1/2” lids
TM-492 SHRINK RULE
By measuring your wet piece with the expanded
scales on this 12” ruler, you can tell what your piece
will measure once it is through the bisque or glaze
firing. There are four shrinkage rates on each rule,
6%, 10%, 12% and 14%.
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

TM-486 MINI ROLLER
This mini roller is made of
solid hardwood and perfect
for flattening small areas,
creating textures, rolling out small pieces of clay,
fanning out strips and refining difficult areas. Roller1.2”x1”, 5 1/2” overall. Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.
TM-487 PONY ROLLER
Two solid hardwood rollers, 4”x
1 5/8” and 2”x
15/8” joined with
a heavy duty,
welded joints,
chromed steel
frame. Perfect for making ultra thin slabs, spreading
out clay, creating textures, flattening clay, refining
shapes, smoothing surfaces, applying clay to the
surface of a shape. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
TM-488 WOOD PADDLE
This paddle is strong and lightweight, used for
shaping clay and made of birch hardwood. 12”long,
4” wide and 9/20” thick. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.

TM-485 ROLLING PINS
These rolling pins are made of selected kiln dried,
solid hard maple, sanded and finished by hand with
mineral oil to a satin finish, with no plastic or metal
parts to rust or wear out. Length specified is roller
length.

TM-485-18
11” long, 3” thick Ship. wt. 2 lbs.
TM-485-24
17” long, 3” thick Ship. wt. 3 lbs.
TM-485-30
22 1/2” long, 3” thick Ship. wt. 4 lbs.
TM-642 ROLLING PINS WITH BEARINGS
These quality hardwood rolling pins offer smooth
action bearings that allow the roller to move
separately from the handles. They feature an
unbreakable steel center rod and streamlined
handles. Length specified is roller length.

TM-642-12
12”long, 3” thick Ship. wt. 3 lbs.
TM-642-15
15”long, 3” thick Ship. wt. 4 lbs.
TM-642-18
18”long, 3 1/2” thick Ship. wt. 5 lbs.
TM-500 FRENCH ROLLER
Hardwood french roller for smoothing rounded
surfaces. 22 1/2” in length. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

TM-489 ROPE TEXTURE PADDLE
This paddle is used for texturing patterns,
compressing clay, removing air and shaping clay
forms. Made of birch hardwood, 12” long, 2” wide,
9
/20” thick. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.

TM-490 ADJUSTABLE CLAY SLICER
A heavy duty adjustable
slicer for controlled
cutting of very thin to 1/2”
slivers. 51/2” long,
4 1/2” wide.
Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
TM-494 TRIANGULAR COMB
This scraping and texturing
tool provides three different
size comb tooth patterns. 4”
on each side.
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

TM-640 SLIP TRAILER
If you have ever attended a Steven Hill workshop
(and if you haven’t, you should!) you know how
versatile and handy this tool can
be. The perfect size for slip trailing
on all sizes and types
of pottery.

TM-497 FLEXIBLE HAND TRIMMERS
This solid, smooth surface, stainless steel flexible
hand trimmer is 4” long.

Set of 3
TM-499 STAINLESS STEEL WHIPS
The classic design of these wire whips helps prevent
lumps from forming when mixing glazes. Made of
18
/8 stainless steel, fully soldered. The 24” whip has
thicker wires than the 10”. Ship wt. 1/2 lb.

TM-499-10
TM-499-24

10”
24”

IP-252 GROOVE KNIFE
This knife has been designed to cut open a flexible
mold in such a way that a groove is formed for
locking the mold back into position for casting.

$5.85
IP-252A Extra Blade
TM-482 SURFORM® FILE
For use on plaster molds and refractory soft bricks.
Metal alloy body with high impact resistant black
molded handle. Ribbed section on front of body
permits comfortable two-handed use of tool.
Regular cut flat blade with edge cut for inside
corners. 153/4” L, 15/8” W.

TM-482B Replacement Blade
TM-483 SURFORM ROUND FILE
For use on plaster molds. Enlarges holes fast, forms
and shapes decorative cuts. Black finish hardwood
handle. Round, regular cut hardened steel blade is
5
/8” in diameter and 141/4” long.

TM-496 SQUEEGEE
This multi-purpose plastic tool
is used for scraping, flattening,
spreading and texturing clay.
2 3/4” x 33/4” x 1/4” tapered.
Ship.Wt. 1/4 lb.

TM-483B Replacement Blade

Contact distributors@lagunaclay.com for the Laguna distributor in your area
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DOLAN PRECISION TOOLS
These heavy duty, high quality tools are handmade
and made to last. Cutting edges are constructed of
high carbon knife steel and permanently bonded with
industrial strength adhesive in hardwood handles that
have been oil/resin soaked to seal them against
moisture. Brass ferrules.

CUTTING TOOLS
Heavy duty and mid-range tools designed to trim,
slice and shape clay.

TM-520 Oblong Loop DPT-325

TM-657
FLUTING TOOL
This 7” stainless fluting tool is perfect for carving
flutes or scallops with precise control in leather-hard
clay. “Wings” on each side of the tool’s cutting ends
ensure consistent and even clay design with every
stroke.

TM-521 Pennant Loop DPT-360
TRIM TOOLS
The cutting edge of these blades is approximately
11/4” and has a tapered tang to allow easy access in
hard to reach places. Great for wheel work, slab or
hand building.

TM-522 Fan Loop DPT-310
GLAZING & DIPPING TONGS
Dip 20” platters, large bowls and pots more easily
and securely than ever before. These remarkable
glazing tongs are constructed from plated steel and
allow your work to be held securely while being
passed through glaze in a single smooth motion
resulting in even and consistent glazing. The “blade”
of the tongs touching the plate is extremely thin,
resulting in minimal or often no glaze touch-up. The
dipping tongs, also sturdily built of plated steel, use
four juxtaposed steel points to firmly grip large and
medium bisque fired bowls, cups and vases for
secure and uniform dipping. As with the plate tongs,
the point of contact with the pottery is so minimal as
to virtually eliminate glaze touch-up.

TM-529 Triangle Loop DPT-455
TM-506

Square Blade D-110

TM-507

Rounded Blade D-130

TM-508

Curved Arrow Blade D-140

TM-527 Flat Loop DPT-445

TM-539 Triangle Loop DPT-340

TM-531 Fan Loop DPT-510
TM-509

Blunt-end Arrow Blade D-150
TM-532 Medium Fan Loop DPT-511
TM-533 Small Fan Loop DPT-512

SCULPTING TOOLS AND MINI TOOLS
These small, tough tools are designed for modeling
and wheel work, particularly well suited for finely
detailed pieces.

TM-536 Fan Loop DPT-570

TM-512

TM-537

Round Loop S-10

TM-513

Flat Loop S-50

TM-514

Oblong Loop S-80

TM-515 Mini Tool, Round Loop M-10

TM-630 Plate Tongs (up to 12” plate)
20” long
Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

Medium Fan Loop DPT-571

ALUMINUM SCOOPS
Made of die cast aluminum, highly polished inside
and outside for easy cleaning. Handle has a wave
texture to prevent slipping.

CAP

TM-518 Mini Tool, Belled Loop M-80

Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

TM-632
17” long

Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

TM-538 Small Fan Loop DPT-572
All other Dolan Tools are available by Special Order.

TM-516 Mini Tool, Thin Loop M-30
TM-517 Mini Tool, Flat Loop M-50

TM-631 Platter Tongs
(up to 20+” platter) 27” long

TM-347-5
TM-347-12
TM-347-24
TM-347-30

5oz.
12oz.
24oz.
57.5oz.

BOWL
SIZE
4 3/4” x 2 3/8”
6 1/4” x 3 1/8”
8 x 4”
101/2” x 51/2”

SHIP.
WT.
1

/4 lb.
1
/2 lb.
1
/2 lb.
11/2 lb.

PRICE

Dipping Tongs

RAKU TONGS
High quality, heavy-duty steel construction highlights
both our “long-reach” 51-inch and 35” standardreach, Raku tongs. Comfortable tubular steel
handles and zinc plating for rust resistance will make
these tongs valuable Raku allies for years! Oversize
rate for UPS shipments.

TM-519 Mini Tool,
Small Round Loop M-15
TM-635L

Long-reach 51”

TM-635S

Standard-reach 35”

Ship. wt. 5 lbs.
Ship. wt. 4 lbs.
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TM-511 PORTION MASTER CLAY CUTTER
This adjustable clay cutter is simple to use; just grasp
with both hands and slide into position, pull or push
through clay. Overall size 9” W x 6” H, usable cut
width 7”. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
TM-511R Replacement Cable

TM-663 SHERRILL MUDCUTTER
The Mudcutter is great for any cutting or slicing task
you can imagine - on a wheel, hand building, cutting
facets, anything! It’s designed to go around a 4 inch
pug; it’s made of stainless steel with a replaceable
stainless, surgical wire and a handle that allows the
tool to be left in a bucket of water for weeks (years?)
without deterioration. This is a “lifetime tool” you
shouldn’t be without.
Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.

TM-663R Replacement wires (3)
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

BRUSHES
These quality brushes have been selected to meet the decorating needs of artists who create two and three dimensional art. They range from the tiny sable feature brush
to the broad dog hair hake brush. Each type is offered in a variety of sizes. Discount on EB Brushes: 12 each (any combination), less 20%.
EB-160 SABLELINE SLANT SHADER
This special slant-edged brush is for making petals, leaves and other similar
design work.

EB-802 ROUND SABLELINE
A perfect brush for underglazes, opaque stain, and translucents, being full bodied
and coming to a good point at the tip.
EB-828 OX HAIR ROUND
A more economical brush for similar use as the EB-802.

Size
Price

1

EB-801

SABLE SCRIPT LINER

Size
Price

0

2

1

3

2

4

6

Contact distributors@lagunaclay.com for the Laguna distributor in your area

Size
802
828

0

1

2

Size
802
828

8

10

12
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EB-803 SABLE SQUARE SHADER
Finest quality shader with sharp, straight chisel edge.

EB-821 DEER FOOT STIPPLER
Designed for fleshtone blending, stencil work, stippling, roughing and shading.
Made from fitch hair.

EB-830 OX HAIR SQUARE SHADER
An economical brush for all shading techniques, especially with opaque stains and
underglazes.
Size
Price

4

6

8

10

EB-823 BRISTLE FAN BLENDER
For delicate shading and blending, especially useful for ‘dry brush’ effects.
Size
803
830

2

4

6

8

10

12

EB-806 FLAT GLAZE FIRM
This brush is filled with a special firm hair for the application of glaze.
Size
Price

Size
Price

1

/2”

3

/4”

4

6

8

EB-824 NYLON CLEANING TWIRLY
The small size is ideal for cleaning seam lines and defects on greenware. Both
sizes can be used to create designs on wet greenware or modeling clay.

1”

EB-815 SABLE SPOTTER
This very fine pointed brush is ideal for spotting, very fine outlining and miniature
work.

Size
Price

0

1

Size
Price

2

EB-816 SABLE FEATURE
Made in very small sizes for delicate feature painting, detailing and shading very
small areas. Good for fine line gold and metal application.

Small

Large

EB-836 SUPERIOR QUALITY BRISTLE ROUNDS
Best quality round brushes for the application of stain and paste metallics as well
as opaque colors.

.

Size
Price

4/0

3/0

2/0
Size
Price
Size
Price

EB-818 SABLE MINI LINER
Ideal for striping, lining and delicate work.

Size
Price

2/0

1

2

3

5

6

8

4

EB-838 SUPERIOR QUALITY BRISTLE FLATS
Best quality flats with bleached bristle. Perfect for stain work.

1

EB-819 SOFT CAMEL HAIR ROUNDS
Made for the application of glaze over small areas, or where it is difficult to reach
with the larger flat brushes.

Size
Price

2

4

6

Size
Price
Size
Price

8
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1

2

3

5

6

8

4
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EB-840 CAMEL HAIR OVAL MOP
A top quality soft mop which will hold large quantities of glaze to give very smooth
coverage.

SUMI BRUSHES
These are traditional Japanese brushes. Fox hair bristles are set into bamboo
handles.

EACH

Size
Price

1

3

/2”

/4”

TM-464
TM-465
TM-455
TM-463
TM-470
TM-454
TM-454-8
TM-454-12

1”

EB-856 CAMEL HAIR SWORD STRIPER
Clean uniform stripes can be made with all free flowing mediums.

Size
Price

1”

DOZEN

Size 0
Size 00
Size 1
Size 2
Size 4
Size 6
Size 8
Size 12

TM-462 SUPER SUMI
This very large Sumi brush is excellent for applying glaze, slip, engobe and for
decorating with oxides. A beautiful wood handle holds a 21/2” long fox hair bristle.

2”

EB-858 CAMEL HAIR FLAT GLAZE
This springy, soft hair mixture filling will hold plenty of glaze or similar medium to
give a smooth application without leaving flow marks.
One Size
Price

Size
Price

1

3

/2”

/4”

CHINESE BAMBOO BRUSHES
Laguna Clay sells only the highest quality brushes. Imported from China, they are
the most versatile, commonly used brush for high quality oxide decoration.

1”

HAKE AND WASH BRUSHES
These wide, soft bristled brushes are ideal for glaze application. The dog hair
bristles are bound with copper wire and set in a wood handle. These brushes are
handcrafted, so size may vary.

S-1
SMALL SOFT
Multi-use brush for detail work. Bamboo stock and goat hair.
Brush tip size: 5/16” x 11/6”
Dozen
S-1A MEDIUM SOFT
Similar to small soft, except a little larger. Bamboo stock and goat hair.
Brush tip size: 3/8” x 13/8”

Dozen
LCC HAKE BRUSHES
TM-450
TM-451
TM-452

DOZEN

EACH

DOZEN

Small 1 /2”
Medium 2”
Large 3”

WASH BRUSHES
TM-456
TM-4565
TM-4562
TM-457
TM-458
TM-459

EACH
1

1”
1 1/2”
2”
2 1/2”
3”
4 1/2”

S-2
BASIC SOFT
This brush has a fuller and sturdier body than most soft brushes on the market.
Bamboo stock and goat hair.
Brush tip size: 1/2” x 15/8”

Dozen
H-2
BASIC HARD
A quality brush with bamboo stock and wolf hair.
Brush tip size: 3/8” x 11/8”

The Hake Brushes below are segmented and can be broken into smaller sizes.
Dozen

HB HAKE BRUSHES

TM-HB 3
TM-HB 8
TM-HB 16

EACH

1”
2 1/2”
5”

Contact distributors@lagunaclay.com for the Laguna distributor in your area

DOZEN

C-2
BASIC COMBINATION
This large brush is for larger images and designs. Bamboo stock
and a tip of wolf and goat hair.
Brush tip size: 1/2” x 1 3/4”
Dozen
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CLEANING ACCESSORIES
TM-491 No. 74 SCRUBBING SPONGE
This cellulose sponge has a fine scrubber laminated to one side. It is used for
cleaning greenware and general studio clean-up.
Size 61/4” x 31/2” x 5/8”
Box of 10
TM-327 SCOTCH BRITE CLEANING PAD
These durable plastic wool pads are ideal for cleaning greenware. Pads measure
6” x 9” x 1/4”
Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
Ship. wt. 3 lb. Box of 20 pads
SURS RUBBER SCRUBBERS
The Rubber Scrubber is especially popular for smoothing and clean up. 3” square,
1
/2” thick soft rubber sponge coated on one side with flexible abrasive for ceramics,
pottery and porcelain.

RUBBING STONES
These blocks are made of fine, hard abrasive material. They are excellent for
grinding glaze runs and rough spots on both glazes and bisque ware. Available in
single blocks. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
FS-304 Rubbing Stone
1”x 2” x 21/2”
FS-305 Aloxite Stone
3
/4” x 2” x 4”

FS-308 STILT MARK STONES
After firing, remove unsightly stilt marks with these aloxite rubbing stones. In
seconds, you can gently and easily remove stilt marks with these slender 4” long
bars. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb. per dozen.
POT BOTTOM GRINDING DISCS
A traditional problem in the merchandising of functional stoneware pieces is rough
bottom surfaces that scratch tabletops and furniture. Now you can quickly grind
fired stoneware bottom surfaces with the use of silicon carbide discs that utilize
your potter’s wheel as the power source. The 12” discs have a peel-off adhesive
backing. You affix the disc to any 12” bat which is then attached to the wheelhead.
Grinding is done at the fastest wheelhead speed and will take only about 10
seconds to smooth a coffee cup.
TM-3023 50 grit disc
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

Specify grit: 220, 100, 80, 60 or 40.

TM-3024 80 grit disc

SPONGES

A

Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

B

442
439

SYNTHETIC SPONGES

444

443

D

474

SILK-TYPE HYDRA SPONGES (A)
An inexpensive substitute for natural sponges. They are polyester based sponges
which have good absorption and are uniform in size.
EACH
TM-436
TM-437
TM-438

DOZEN

C

2 1/2” dia. 1/2” thick (single)
21/2” dia. 1” thick (double)
3” dia. 3/4” thick (single)

471
472

GENERAL PURPOSE HYDRA SPONGES (B)
These sponges are ideal for finishing and general shop clean-up use.
EACH
TM-439
TM-440
TM-441
TM-442
TM-443
TM-444

Small
Medium
Large
Ex. Large
Oval
Copal #401

473
DOZEN

NATURAL SEA SPONGES (D)

5 3/4” x 3 1/4”x13/4”
6 “ x 4” x 2”
6 1/2” x 41/2” x 21/4”
7” x 5” x 21/2”
51/2” x 41/4” x 17/8”
65/8” x 41/2” x 2

TM-471 ROCK ISLAND SPONGE
This is a natural “sea wool” sponge which has high absorption. Its large size makes
it good for general purpose work and clean-up. It is approximately 4”-5” in
diameter; however since it is a natural product, size may vary.

SUGAR LOAF SPONGES (C)
These sponges are environmentally safe and made of a synthetic foamed plastic
with exceptional softness, strength and water capacity.
EACH
TM-447S
TM-447M
TM-447L
TM-448S
TM-448L
TM-449ST
TM-4499

DOZEN

Small Elephant Ear 2” x 21/2”
Medium Elephant Ear 3” x 31/2”
Large Elephant Ear 4” x 41/2”
Small Block 5” x 31/2” x 3/4”
Large Block 4” x 31/2” x 11/4”
Chamois Strip 1/16” x 11/2” x 71/2”
Stick Sponge 11/4” x 13/4”, 12” Stick
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TM-474 SILK SPONGE
A fine grained natural sea sponge for final smoothing and cleaning ceramic pieces.
Approximately 11/2”-2”.
ELEPHANT EAR SPONGES
These fine grained, flat sea sponges are preferred for wheel work and smoothing
pots.
TM-473 SMALL (Approx. 1”-2”)
TM-472 LARGE (Approx. 3”-4”)
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BATS

PLASTI-BATS
Developed for continuous usage, these bats will not splinter, delaminate, swell or
shrink. Plasti-Bat is a non-absorbent, positive adherence surface and clay does
not slide or turn loose while centering.
EACH
TM-3030
TM-3031
TM-3032
TM-3033
TM-3034
TM-3035
TM-3036
TM-3032H
TM-3033H
TM-3034H
TM-3035H
TM-3036H

DOZEN

8” without holes
10”
12”
14”
16”
18”
20”
12” with holes
14”
16”
18”
20”

PLASTIC, PLASTER AND MASONITE BATS
Bats are a convenient means to remove finished pots from the wheelhead,
lessening the risk of distorting them. The bat and pot are easily picked up and set
aside to dry, allowing the potter to continue working on the wheel. Bats are
attached to the wheelhead by the use of a pancake of clay or by fitting the predrilled holes over bat pins that are attached to the wheelhead.

PLASTIC BATS
Revolutionary injection molded bats can’t warp; pin holes can’t enlarge; will never
wear out. Pin holes don’t come through to the throwing surface so pot bottoms
won’t be marked. “Easy lift rim” makes it easy to get your fingers under the edge
for easy removal. Adapts to both 9” and 10” center-to-center pin systems, and a
unique design allows a perfect fit without jamming for all wheels which use these
systems with 3/8” diameter pins. No expensive adapter plate required!
EACH
TM-3019
TM-3020
TM-3021

DOZEN

71/2” Square
12” Diameter
14” Diameter

LCC PLASTER BATS
These bats are made with top quality plaster for a combination of good water
absorption and wear resistance. Excellent for use on the potter’s wheel and as a
base for coil building or sculpture pieces. Attach with a clay pancake. They are
perfectly round and 1” thick.
TM-343
TM-344
TM-345
TM-346

8”
10”
12”
14”

Ship. wt. 2 lb..
Ship. wt. 4 lb.
Ship. wt. 6 lb.
Ship. wt. 7 lb.

DURON BATS (Masonite type)
These 1/4” thick, smooth masonite bats are lightweight yet strong. They have predrilled holes to fit over bat pins. Specify standard 10” drill or Shimpo 10” drill.
EACH
TM-3007
TM-3008
TM-3014

DOZEN

12” (standard 10” only)
13”
15”

BAT PINS WITH WING NUTS
Bat pins can be installed on most wheelheads used for throwing. Sold in pairs.
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.
TM-3022
Specify universal - 3/8” head x 1” length or
Brent - 3/8” head x 11/4” length
TM-3022S Shimpo - 10mm head x 3/4” length

APRONS

MY-103

MY-109

These heavy duty, extra long aprons feature nylon ties with “Adjusta-Grip” buckles
on neck and waist. Ship. wt. 1 lb. each.
MY-103

Brown vinyl, 32 oz. flame retardant material with impregnated
jersey backing. 26” x 37”

Blue denim aprons are preshrunk and have self neck band and ties.
Ship. wt. 1 lb. each.
MY-108

Features one bottom pocket; pencil pocket and micro pocket on
bib. 271/2” x 38”

MY-109

Split leg design. No pockets. 27” x 41”

Contact distributors@lagunaclay.com for the Laguna distributor in your area

MY-108
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ACCESSORIES
WOOD SPIGOTS
Solid rock maple with laquer finish and cork collar.

TM-937
TM-938
TM-945
TM-944

LENGTH CORK TOP X BOTTOM
7
/8” x 3/4”
Small Spigot
2 1/2”
1 1/8” x 1”
Medium Spigot
2 3/4”
Large Spigot
4”
1 1/8” x 11/4”
tapers 5/8” to 1/2”
Bung
1 1/4”
oil sealed, no cork

TM-936 LOTION PUMPS
Lotion pump with lock and collar. White.
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

EACH

DOZEN

CORKS
These are high quality imported corks. Excellent for use as stoppers on bottles,
jars, jugs and vases. Available in natural rough bark or smooth finish. The
thickness and finish on rough bark may vary slightly. Sizes read from left to right,
top diameter, bottom diameter, thickness. Where not designated, thickness is
approximately 1 1/4”.
SMOOTH
TM-9801S
TM-9802S
TM-9803S
TM-9804S
TM-9805S
TM-9820S
TM-9806S
TM-9807S
TM-9808S
TM-9809S
TM-9810S
TM-9811S
TM-9812S
TM-9813S
TM-9814S
TM-9815S

EACH

EACH
TM-934
TM-935

DOZEN

Lever Handle-white,blue,black
Push Button-off white only

LCC ENGLISH CANE HANDLES
Imported English handles of the highest quality. They have two braided sleeves
for easy attaching to your ware. They are measured across the bottom. Size and
thickness may vary. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb. per dozen, 6” 3/4 lb.

1

ROUGH (with Bark)
TM-9805R
TM-9820R
TM-9806R
TM-9807R
TM-9808R
TM-9809R
TM-9810R
TM-9811R
TM-9812R
TM-9813R
TM-9814R
TM-9815R
TM-9816R
TM-9817R
TM-9818R
TM-9819R

DOZEN

/4” x 5/32” x 1/2”
1
/2” x 3/8” x 11/16”
3
/4” x 9/16” x 5/16”
1” x 3/4”
1 1/4” x 1”
1 1/2” x 1”
1 3/4” x 1 1/4”
2” x 1 1/2”
2 1/4” x 1 3/4”
2 1/2” x 2”
2 3/4” x 2 1/4”
3” x 2 1/2”
3 1/4” x 2 3/4”
3 1/2” x 3”
3 3/4” x 3 1/4”
4” x 3 1/2”

PLASTIC SPIGOTS
These faucets are designed to be used where a fast flow and compact unit are
required. A wide range of dispensing applications include juice, wine, water, etc.
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.

Cane

EACH
TM-962
TM-963
TM-964
TM-965

EACH

DOZEN

1 1/4” x 7/8”
1 1/2” x 1”
1 3/4” x 1 1/4”
2” x 1 1/2”
2 1/4” x 1 3/4”
2 1/2” x 2”
2 3/4” x 2 1/4”
3” x 2 1/2”
3 1/4” x 2 3/4”
3 1/2” x 3”
3 3/4” x 3 1/4”
4” x 3 1/2”
4 1/2” x 4”
5” x 4 1/2”
5 1/2” x 5”
6” x 5 1/2”

DOZEN

4” opening
4 1/2” opening
5” opening
6” opening

DECORATOR PADS
These self-adhesive pads are used on the bottom of ceramic pieces to prevent
them from scratching table tops or furniture.
TM-950
TM-951
TM-952
TM-953

Felt
Felt
Cork
Cork

PADS
1000
1000
500
500

SIZE
3
/8”
3
/8”
3
/8”
1
/2”

COLOR
Green
Brown
Natural
Natural

SHIP.WT.
1 lb.
1 lb.
1
/4 lb.
1
/4 lb.

PRICE

15% discount available on 10 rolls or more of one size.

Close Out Special
SMOOTH
TM-909
TM-910

EACH
5 1/2” x 4 3/4” x 1 3/4”
6” x 5 1/2” x 2”

Ceramic Supplies & Solutions Since 1932
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CLEAR ACRYLIC PLATE STANDS
These stands can be used upright or for wall mounted display.
EACH
DOZEN
Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
TM-921
TM-922
TM-923
TM-924

8”
12”
14”
18”

CLEAR ACRYLIC BOWL STANDS
Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
TM-9298
TM-92912
TM-92915
TM-92920

EACH

DOZEN

TM-359 5 GALLON BUCKET WITH LID
High quality white plastic pail and lid,
unmatched in design and durability. Precision
engineering guarantees an air tight seal to
keep watery liquids from leaking and powder
substances dry. Ship. wt. 3 lbs.

8”
12”
15”
20”

WIRE PLATE HANGERS
Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.
TM-925
TM-926
TM-927
TM-928

TM-358 5 QUART PAIL WITH LID
Utility plastic pail with metal handle and lid.
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

EACH

DOZEN

5” to 7”
7” to 10”
10” to 14”
14” to 18”

PLASTIC JARS
These wide mouth containers can be used for storing
liquid or dry materials. Made of heavy polyethylene,
they are resistant to cracking and warping. They are
translucent with screw on lids. Ship wt.1/4 lb. per pint,
1
/2 lb. per gallon.
TM-355 Pint
TM-357 Gallon

TM-360 GRIPPER JARS
Crystal clear, wide-mouth gripper jars; buy them once and use them forever.
We’ve used these versatile jars in our ceramic lab for years. They are durable,
easy to grip, fill and pour. Made from polyvinyl chloride, they are perfect for
glazes, raw materials or just about anything (dry or liquid). Ship. wt. 1 lb.

CERAMIC AND PORCELAIN ENHANCER
Use APT-II to mend and attach greenware or bisque, ceramic or porcelain;
decorate by thickening slip; reduce drag and number of coats when applying
glazes, underglazes, etc.; air brush with superior results. Unbreakable dispenser
bottle comes complete with instructions. Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.
TM-970 Ceramic Enhancer 2 Fl. Oz.
TM-971 Porcelain Enhancer 2 Fl. Oz.
MEND-A-MOLD
Specifically formulated cement repairs broken plaster molds quickly and easily.
Unbreakable squeeze bottle comes complete with instructions. Ship. wt. 1/4 lb.
TM-972 1 Fl. Oz.
E-6000 INDUSTRIAL ADHESIVE
Multi-purpose adhesive and sealant formulated for high performance industrial
requirements. Has the unique sealing properties of being tough, flexible, highly
abrasion resistant, paintable, and maintains a dependable waterproof seal. For
use on all woods, metals, concrete, masonry and ceramic materials, rubber,
fiberglass, glass and plastics. Cartridge fits standard caulking gun (not included).
TM-973-A 3.7 oz. Tube
Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
TM-973-B 10.2 oz. Cartridge Ship. wt. 1 lb.
MY-100 LAGUNA T-SHIRTS
By popular demand, we’re offering our handsome 100% cotton, white or black,
pocketed “T” shirt with Laguna’s logo on the front and back. Specify size: M, L,
XL, XXL. Ship. wt. 1/2 lb.
M, L, XL
XXL

TM-360Q
TM-36025
TM-360G

Quart
2.5 Quart
Gallon

PLASTIC BAGS
These are the same bags we use for our prepared pugged clay. They are heavy
guage 3 mil. polyethylene with bottom seal only to prevent tearing. Clear plastic
bags measure 14” x 20”. Includes wire ties.
TM-334
1 dozen
Ship. wt. 3/4 lb.
100
Ship. wt. 5 lbs.
400
Ship. wt. 261/2 lbs.

Contact distributors@lagunaclay.com for the Laguna distributor in your area
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